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MACHO OVERVIEW
MACHO APE (MACHO) is a new crypto asset that intends to disrupt the crypto world by
combining a community system with a crypto asset $MACHO as a utility for MACHO NFT's
Collections, MACHO NFT's Marketplace, Automated Staking Protocol, MACHO
Metaverse, MACHO Shopeverse and MACHO Play to Earn (P2E) all in one space.

MACHO APE Ecosystem will house all of this SIX (6) protocol in one space. We are building a
community-based virtual reality experience such as NFT Marketplace, DeFi, P2E game,
Shopping and Metaverse World. A world that have it own economy and its own digital asset.
A VR world with its own Marketplace, NFT, Games, and Metaverse experiences with virtual
assets ownership. A VR world which is fully interconnected and seamless. The $MACHO utility
token will serve as the platform's primary medium of exchange. Great power is backed by a
great community. Come and join us today as we build MACHO APE WORLD together.

MACHO is a collection of 8,888 NFTs Collection—unique digital collectibles living on the
Binance blockchain. MACHO Collection will serve as your membership card and granting you
access to exclusive member privileges. Future areas and perks can be unlocked by the
community through roadmap activation.
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WHY HOLD $MACHO?
Reflections in $BUSD
By holding your $MACHO you can earn continuous Binance Pegged USD ($BUSD) rewards.
Every buy, transfer, and sell transaction will generates an automatic 3% redistribution to
$MACHO qualified holders. You will get your rewards automatically in your wallet. Various
mechanisms are in place to reduce the supply of $MACHO over time, implying that individual
holdings will become more valuable and get a bigger share of rewards.
Liquidity Pool
Our Smart contract sends 1% of every buy/transfer/sell transaction in the form of $MACHO
and $BNB into a locked and certified liquidity pool. Pancakeswap's Liquidity Pools address
the low liquidity concerns of DEXs, ensuring traders may always Buy & Sell without concern
about liquidity. A greater liquidity pool will contribute to the stability of the $MACHO price.
Strong Team Unity
The founders and team can only generate money and operational revenue by using the same
reward system as investors, thereby uniting investors and those running the project with a
same goal.
Buyback & Burn
Token Burn Programs will help to maintain long-term price stability and value growth, which
is why $MACHO will be included in our journey to the mars. Token Burn in the crypto world
is similar to their traditional financial market counterparts in that it is used to adjust the
amount of a company's assets in circulation. Such activities are motivated by a variety of
motivations, but the ultimate result is typically a significant increase in the value of the asset.
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MACHO AUTO STAKING PROTOCOL
MACHO is the next generation Binance Smart Chain (BSC) reflection token. The first $BUSD
reflection token to "optimize" your profits today and in the future. Simply maintain $MACHO
in a suitable wallet to receive an automatic 3% $BUSD reward on every transaction.
• 3% of every buy, sell, or transfer is redistributed to all holders in $BUSD.
• To establish a steady pricing floor, 1% of every transaction on Pancakeswap is put into the
Liquidity Pool.
• Every transaction sends 1% to the marketing wallet, which is used to support marketing,
utility development, and community administration.
• Total taxation = 5%
If You Buy On Fair Launch, You Will Be Taxed At 0%, Which Means You Will Be TaxFree. You Will Make More Money When You Sell After The Launch.

How Does Auto-Staking Work?
The Auto-Stake feature is a simple yet cutting-edge function called Buy-Hold-Earn, that
provides the ultimate ease of use for $MACHO holders.

Buy-Hold-Earn - By simply buying and holding $MACHO crypto asset in your wallet, you
earn rewards as interest payments directly into your wallet. Your $BUSD crypto asset will
increase everyday base on trading volume.

Using a Positive formula, MACHO makes it possible for $BUSD distribution to be paid directly
proportional to the epoch rewards, worth 3% every epoch period of the total amount of
$BUSD reward will held in your wallet. The rewards are distributed on each by buy-selltransfer activities to all $MACHO holders. Simply maintain $MACHO in a suitable wallet to
receive an automatic 3% $BUSD reward on every transaction by market makers.
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MACHO NFT MARKETPLACE

VIDEO - MACHO NFT Marketplace Experience in Virtual Reality

We aim to establish a better community crypto asset that can be utilised in various fields,
such as the Macho Ape NFT Marketplace that we are currently developing.

What Exactly is Macho Ape NFT Marketplace?
NFTs are a relatively recent trend in the digital world, and as we all know, there are markets
like Opensea where individuals may mint, sell, and purchase NFTs. Another significant social
media platform, Twitter, has started to roll out avatar profiles that can be connected to NFT's
asset. We're ready to get our hands dirty in this field as MACHO developers. We're happy to
announce the launch of our MACHO APE NFT Marketplace, where customers may utilise our
internal platform to purchase, sell, transfer, mint, or even burn their NFT assets.

What is The Focus of Our MACHO Marketplace?
We will always utilise our native crypto asset $MACHO as a means of exchange in all transactions
on our market. This is the most valuable feature that, in our opinion, may expand the use cases for
the $MACHO as a utility token, which most projects lack. Therefore, with this utility use case,
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holders or new investors may purchase and hold more $MACHO since it will increase in value
in the future.
We want to allow users and investors to actively engage with our marketplace activities in the
near future, such as purchasing, selling, transferring, auctioning, or burning their NFTs. You
may also view your collection, which is saved in your associated wallet, straight from Macho
Marketplace.
MACHO NFT Marketplace has numerous functions.
1. Buy Function
2. Buy Function
3. Function of Transfer
4. Auction Method
5. The Mint Function
6. Burning Option
1. Buy Function - See how simple it is to sell your NFT collection (refer website video).
The medium of exchange for the selling transaction will be $MACHO. This will help
$MACHO Token grow in the future as a utility token in the MACHO Ecosystem.
2. Buy Function - See how simple it is to buy your NFT collection (refer website video).
The medium of exchange for the buying transaction will be $MACHO. This will help
$MACHO Token grow in the future as a utility token in the MACHO Ecosystem.
3. Function of Transfer - Aside from selling and buying, you can also use MACHO NFT
Marketplace to transfer NFTs from one wallet to another.
4. Auction Method - When you bought MACHO NFT, you had the option of selling it or
keeping it. If you want to sell the collection, you can set a fixed price or use the auction
function to get a higher selling price through bids. You can specify how long you want
the auction to last.
5. The Mint Function - You can mint new collections in the MACHO NFT Marketplace
based on the MACHO project timeline release. This will help in getting future MACHO
collections. In the future, we will allow MACHO community members to mint their own
personal items in our marketplace, in regards to MACHO NFTs.
6. Burning Option - This was a bizarre function that we had to perform. If you are bored
and want to burn your NFT holding, you can do so in our marketplace system function.
This is an irreversible action, you will not be able to recover this items after burning it.
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MACHO METAVERSE WORLD

VIDEO - MACHO NFT Gallery Experience in METAVERSE

In the broadest sense, the MACHOVERSE is understood as a graphically rich virtual space with
some degree of verisimilitude, where people can Buy, Sell, Auction MACHO APE NFTs, Shop
MACHO Merchandise and Socialize with MACHO Community. In the near future, in short it
will do the things humans like to do together in real life or perhaps more to the point on the
MACHOVERSE.
We are already in the process of creating a Metaverse space for the MACHO APE World
community, where you can engage in a variety of exciting activities such as :
MACHO METAVERSE has numerous features.
1. Choose Avatar
2. Purchase NFT
3. Sell NFT
4. CHATTING
5. Interact with community members
6. Shop Merchandise via virtual experience
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1. Avatar - Visitors can choose an avatar before visiting the MACHO APE gallery. There
are approximately 14 free avatar characters and 14 additional low poly avatar
characters available for use as gallery visitors. Nowadays, every avatar is evolving. We
will work hard in the coming months to make MACHO Avatar more accessible in order
to attract more visitors to the gallery. By purchasing a more expensive avatar, investors
can develop in social standing status.
2. Purchase NFT - Visitors to the MACHO APE Gallery will feel the same emotions they
did when purchasing NFT collections in the real art gallery. Purchasing MACHO APE
NFT is extremely simple and efficient due to its seamless interconnection. In this case,
simply clicking on the image in the gallery will automatically redirect you to
the MACHO APE NFT Marketplace link at www.machoape.com.
3. NFTs are being sold LIVE - As the owner of a specific MACHO APE NFT, you have the
option of selling it live to gallery visitors. You can approach visitors and show them
your collection, as well as buy and sell. You can also participate in the bargaining
process.
4. Chat Box / Chat Column - n the chat column, you can meet, talk, and do discussion
with other visitors or friends and community.
5. Interact and Find New Friends - In addition to the NFT buying and selling process,
visitors can get to know and meet new friends with similar interests, particularly in the
Metaverse world with the concept of Cryptocurrency or Web 3.0. You can easily make
new friends or life partners if you share similar interests and goals. Isn't it fascinating?
6. Shop MACHO APE Merchandise - In the future, visitors will be able to purchase
MACHO APE Merchandise such as hats, hoodie and t-shirts in addition to the NFT
collection. Our devoted collectors will be rewarded.
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MACHO PLAY TO EARN (P2E)

VIDEO - View of the MACHO P2E Game Development Stage Concept

Play-to-earn (P2E) is a blockchain-based gaming model where players earn rewards for
playing games. Unlike the modern gaming industry, play-to-earn rewards both developers
and players. Play-to-earn games are another form of decentralized finance where all
participants can earn. MACHO will also support P2E. We are now establishing our P2E game
to meet community interest. Here's a video concept for our upcoming P2E Game concept
background, as seen in the video.

View of the MACHO P2E Game Development Stage Concept
MACHO Play-to-Earn (P2E) crypto games allow you to earn crypto currency by playing games.
Making in-game currency, such as (MACHO Bit), is usually accomplished through quests,
battles, and other types of challenges. This in-game currency is usually exchangeable for
$MACHO. You can begin for free, or you can begin staking $MACHO to obtain upper level
challenges and begin earning more from the difficult level involved.
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What is The Focus of Our MACHO P2E Game?

The MACHO P2E Game has two modes:
1. Adventure Mode - The Adventure Mode involves completing tasks and missions
2. Battle Mode - Whereas the The Battle Mode involves fighting against opponents
You can also stake $MACHO to create (MACHO Bit) and then sell it within the MACHO Ape
Marketplace. You can also create your own characters to use in battles (called MACHO Clash)
and earn MACHO Bit by competing in the PVP (or player vs. player) leader board. MACHO Bit
can also sell for a high price and have their own marketplace in this due consideration.
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MACHO SHOPEVERSE

VIDEO - MACHO SHOPVERSE Experience with $MACHO Token Payment

MACHO SHOPEVERSE is an online ecosystem designed to provide a seamless and immersive
crypto e-commerce experience for both shoppers and merchants. Our vision is to be the most
dependable, efficient, and user-friendly crypto e-commerce ecosystem, serving as a turning
point for MACHO adoption. We are the decentralized e-commerce of the future. We are the
De-commerce movement.
MACHO Shopeverse will be using our native crypto asset $MACHO as utility in all transaction
in this platform.
We’re not just selling our own merchandise, we’re also empowering others to do so. Our
merchandise collection will be housed on the MACHO Shopeverse, where holders, investors,
and members also can sell their own stuff too. Our shopping platform will provide the
credibility and security that this community has sorely lacked. We want to help seller by
providing a platform that allows them to expand their business while also earning money
with MACHO community.

Stay tuned!
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TOKENOMICS
Token Name: MACHO APE
Token Symbol: MACHO
Total Supply: 10 BILLION (MAX)
Decimals: 18
Circulating Supply: 50% Total through Presale & Pancakeswap
Token Creation: Jul-19-2022 02:11:35 PM +UTC
Launch Date: 5 AUGUST 2022
Locked of Token: A total of 40% by stages on PinkLock
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BEP20)

Contract Address:

0xf0F0d09D3076FC2fFB05C24980e4E8A868288fb5
Owner Address:

0xebd379f8af2de5e90f2b40d848dceedc43b59666
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FAIR LAUNCH on PINKSALE
MACHO APE TOKEN METRICS
LIQUIDITY
20%

FAIR LAUNCH
30%

FAIR LAUNCH
LOCKED
UNLOCKED

UNLOCKED
10%

LIQUIDITY

LOCKED
40%

The Fair Launch on PinkSale
30 JULY 2022, 14:00 UTC Time
THIS IS THE OFFICIAL PINKSALE LINK:
Coming SOON
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ROADMAPS & LAUNCH TIMELINE
PHASE 1
➽ Website Development ✅
➽ Whitepaper Documentation ✅
➽ Build Phase - Smart Contract ✅
➽ Deployment Phase - Smart Contract Deployment - Test net ✅
➽ Build Phase – MACHO NFT’s Marketplace V1- Test net ✅
➽ Deployment – MACHO NFT’s Marketplace V2- Test net ✅
➽ Deployment Phase - Smart Contract – Main net ✅
➽ Audit ✅
➽ Metaverse Concept ✅
➽ P2E Game Concept ✅

PHASE 2
➽ PR Marketing ✅
➽ Bounty Campaign ✅
➽ Pre-Launch Marketing ✅
➽ Fair Launch on PinkSale ✅
➽ PinkLock Liquidity Locked 1 year ✅
➽ Twitter Marketing Campaign ✅
➽ Build Phase - dApp Dashboard – Test net ✅
➽ MACHO Shopeverse - Alpha Test ✅
➽ Metaverse Development - Alpha Test ✅
➽ P2E Game Development - Alpha Test ✅
➽ 5,000 Token Holders
➽ Deployment Phase - dApp Dashboard - LIVE
➽ Deployment – MACHO NFT’s Marketplace LIVE – Main net
➽ MACHO 888 NFT’s Collection Release – Main net
➽ MACHO Merchandise Concept & Development
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PHASE 3
➽ MACHO Shopeverse - BETA Test
➽ Metaverse - BETA Test
➽ P2E Game - BETA Test
➽ CoinMarketCap Listing
➽ CoinGecko Listing
➽ Airdrop Campaign
➽ SEO
➽ 10,000 Token Holders
➽ 15,000 Token Holders
➽ 20,000 Token Holders

PHASE 4
➽ Build Phase - dApp V2 Dashboard
➽ Deployment Phase - dApp V2
➽ Cross-Chain Integration
➽ Certik Application
➽ Certik Listing
➽ Certik KYC
➽ Certik Audit
➽ 50,000 Token Holders
➽ 100,000 Token Holders
➽ Development MACHO Shopeverse Mobile Application iOS and Android
➽ Development MACHO NFT’s Marketplace Mobile Application iOS and Android
➽ Launch Alpha & BETA Test MACHO Shopeverse Mobile Application iOS and Android
➽ Launch Alpha & BETA Test MACHO NFT’s Marketplace Mobile Application iOS and Android
➽ 8888 MACHO NFT’s Collection
➽ MACHO DAO
➽ MACHO Shopeverse LIVE Main net
➽ MACHO Merchandise
➽ Metaverse LIVE Main net
➽ P2E LIVE Main net
➽ World Partnerships
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MACHO OFFICIAL LINK
Twitter: https://twitter.com/machoapeclub
Telegram: https://t.me/machoape
Instagram: https://instagram.com/machoapeclub
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9-zAe-5smuh6kDczQbkbUA/
Contract: https://bscscan.com/address/0xf0F0d09D3076FC2fFB05C24980e4E8A868288fb5
Audit:
https://github.com/CFGNINJA/audits/blob/e868e89f764a28fb0e04f2f9bbbcde4aba913d1d/20
220720_CFGNINJA_MACHO%20APE_Audit.pdf
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